Individualized Professional Skills (IPS) Grant Program

MEET & EAT

COME LEARN ABOUT THE SPECTRUM OF EXPERIENCES FUNDED BY THE IPS GRANT AND HOW THIS PROGRAM CAN SUPPORT YOUR CAREER GROWTH - RSVP TODAY!

March 15 | 12-1p | Elings 1605 | Lunch provided

James Giammona
Attended the Physics for Machine Learning Aspen Conference in Aspen, CO
"This event gave me the information and personal relationships to confidently make the switch from research in physics to a career in machine learning!"

Rodger Luo
Attended the Workshop for Teaching Reinforcement Learning to Creatives in Beijing, China
"The experience made me realize the significance and potential of including more creatives [in] reinforcement learning."

Veronica Laos
Attended the UCB Beyond Academia Conference in Berkeley, CA
"[This] was a great opportunity to engage with real professionals and get their stories about their experience transitioning out of graduate school into non-academic positions."
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